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Abstract

Aircraft observations collected during the Southern Ocean Cloud Radiation Aerosol Transport Experimental Study (SOCRATES)
in January-February of 2018 are used to evaluate cloud properties from three satellite-imager datasets: (i) the Moderate Res-
olution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) level 2 (collection 6.1) cloud product, (ii) the CERES-MODIS Edition 4 cloud
product, and (iii) the NASA SatCORPS Himawari-8 cloud product.

Overall the satellite retrievals compare well with the in situ observations, with little bias and modest to good correlation
coefficients when considering all aircraft profiles for which there are coincident MODIS observations. The Himawari-8 product
does, however, show a statistically significant mean bias of about 1.2 μm for effective radius (re) and 2.6 for optical depth (τ)
when applied to a larger set of profiles with coincident Himawari-8 observations.

The low overall mean-bias in the re retrievals is due in part to compensating errors between cases that are non- or lightly-

precipitating, with cases that have heavier precipitation. re is slightly biased high (by about 0.5 to 1.0 μm) for non- and

lightly-precipitating cases and biased low by about 3 to 4 μm for heavily-precipitating cases when precipitation exits near cloud

top. The bias in non- and lightly-precipitating conditions is due to (at least in part) having assumed a drop size distribution

in the retrieval that is too broad. These biases in the re ultimately propagate into the retrieved liquid water path and number

concentration.
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Key Points: 9 

• Overall imager-based bi-spectral retrievals are found to work reasonably well for 10 
Southern Ocean overcast (closed-cell) stratocumulus. 11 

• Effective radius is biased high by 0.5 to 1.0 μm for non or lightly-precipitating cases and 12 
biased low by about 3 to 4 μm otherwise.   13 

• These biases are due in part to (1) the assumed drop size distribution being too broad and 14 
(2) precipitation being present near cloud top. 15 

 16 

  17 
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Abstract 18 
Aircraft observations collected during the Southern Ocean Cloud Radiation Aerosol Transport 19 
Experimental Study (SOCRATES) in January-February of 2018 are used to evaluate cloud 20 
properties from three satellite-imager datasets: (i) the Moderate Resolution Imaging 21 
Spectroradiometer (MODIS) level 2 (collection 6.1) cloud product, (ii) the CERES-MODIS 22 
Edition 4 cloud product, and (iii) the NASA SatCORPS Himawari-8 cloud product.  23 

Overall the satellite retrievals compare well with the in situ observations, with little bias and 24 
modest to good correlation coefficients when considering all aircraft profiles for which there are 25 
coincident MODIS observations. The Himawari-8 product does, however, show a statistically 26 
significant mean bias of about 1.2 μm for effective radius (re) and 2.6 for optical depth (τ) when 27 
applied to a larger set of profiles with coincident Himawari-8 observations.   28 
The low overall mean-bias in the re retrievals is due in part to compensating errors between cases 29 
that are non- or lightly-precipitating, with cases that have heavier precipitation. re is slightly biased 30 
high (by about 0.5 to 1.0 μm) for non- and lightly-precipitating cases and biased low by about 3 to 31 
4 μm for heavily-precipitating cases when precipitation exits near cloud top. The bias in non- and 32 
lightly-precipitating conditions is due to (at least in part) having assumed a drop size distribution 33 
in the retrieval that is too broad. These biases in the re ultimately propagate into the retrieved liquid 34 
water path and number concentration. 35 

 36 

Plain Language Summary 37 
Clouds play a crucial role in the weather and climate system. Satellite data can provide useful 38 
information on cloud properties (such as the size of the cloud droplets, the amount of the liquid 39 
water, and the number of droplets in a given volume of the clouds) over large areas and at high 40 
spatial and temporal resolutions. However, satellite cloud properties are determined or retrieved 41 
from satellite measurements by employing a variety of simplifying assumptions that can lead to 42 
large uncertainties in some conditions. In-situ measurements of clouds from aircraft provide more 43 
direct observations and can be used as ground truth to evaluate and improve the performance of 44 
the satellite retrievals. This study focuses on clouds over the Southern Ocean and uses aircraft 45 
measurements from Southern Ocean Cloud Radiation Aerosol Transport Experimental Study 46 
(SOCRATES) in January-February of 2018 to evaluate cloud properties from three satellite 47 
observations. It is found that the satellite observations generally compare well with aircraft 48 
measurements with little bias. However, satellite observations tend to overestimate the size of the 49 
cloud droplets, when clouds are not precipitating or are lightly precipitating, while for clouds with 50 
heavier precipitation, the satellite observations tend to underestimate the size of the cloud droplets. 51 

 52 

1 Introduction 53 
The Southern Ocean (SO) is the one of the cloudiest regions in the world, in large part 54 

because of extensive stratiform marine boundary layer (MBL) cloud (Mace et al., 2009, 2010). 55 
Compared against satellite datasets, climate models and present-day reanalysis products predict 56 
too little MBL cloud over the SO, especially in the cold sectors of SO cyclones (Williams et al., 57 
2013; Bodas-Salcedo et al., 2014; Naud et al., 2014).  The insufficient cloud cover causes 58 
significant biases in shortwave radiative fluxes over the SO (Trenberth and Fasullo, 2010; 59 
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Schneider and Reusch, 2016) and contributes to biases in the simulated surface air and sea surface 60 
temperatures (Sallée et al., 2013; Bodas-Salcedo et al., 2016). In turn, these model biases have 61 
impacts on regional and global circulations, including influencing the position and strength of the 62 
Southern Hemisphere midlatitude jet, the Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) and cross-63 
hemispheric energy transports (Ceppi et al., 2012, 2013; Hwang and Frierson, 2013; Kay et al., 64 
2016).  65 

Cloud properties, such as clouds effective radius (re), optical depth (τ), liquid water path 66 
(LWP) and cloud droplet number concentration (Nd) are central in understanding the physics of 67 
MBL clouds and their radiative effect. Geostationary and polar orbiting satellite visible and 68 
infrared observations have long been used to retrieve MBL cloud microphysical characteristics 69 
and have been widely used for the study of SO clouds, cloud-aerosol interactions and for the 70 
evaluation of global models (e.g. Meskhidze and Nenes, 2006; Haynes et al., 2011; McCoy et al., 71 
2015; Bodas-Salcedo et al., 2016; Vergara-Temprado et al., 2018). However, the accuracy of 72 
satellite retrievals over the SO is questionable, as satellite retrievals have been infrequently 73 
evaluated against in situ measurements in this region, due in part to the remoteness of the region 74 
and a paucity of in situ measurements. The validation, empirical relationships, and apriori data 75 
used in satellite retrieval algorithms are mostly based on data collected in the Northern Hemisphere 76 
and might not be applicable over the SO. In general, low-level SO clouds are thought to be more 77 
frequently multilayered, mixed phase, and contain more supercooled liquid water than in the 78 
northern hemisphere, conditions which poses significant challenges for satellite retrievals 79 
(Morrison et al., 2011; Huang et al., 2014).  80 

A direct evaluation of satellite cloud retrievals can be made using in situ measurements 81 
from aircraft, and many such studies have been done over the years, including in recent years for 82 
the Southeast Pacific (Painemal and Zuidema, 2011; Min et al., 2012; King et al., 2013) and 83 
Northeastern Pacific (Noble and Hudson, 2015).  There have been a few cases where in situ 84 
measurements have been collected from aircraft over the SO.  Four transects over the SO were 85 
made during the HIAPER Pole to Pole Observations (HIPPO) experiment (Wofsy, 2011).  HIPPO 86 
confirmed the existence of extensive supercooled liquid water in the region but collected 87 
insufficient data to directly evaluate coincident satellite microphysical retrievals.  More recently, 88 
in situ measurements from 20 flights were made over the SO to the west and south of Tasmania 89 
(43-45°S, 145‒148°E) during the austral winter during 2013-2015 by Ahn et al. (2017). These 90 
flights focused on the microphysical properties of low-level clouds, which were found to be 91 
commonly precipitating, patchy and mixed phase.  Ahn et al. (2018, hereafter A18) compared in 92 
situ observations from 11 of these flights to cloud products from Moderate Resolution Imaging 93 
Spectroradiometer (MODIS) and found an overestimation of MODIS cloud droplet effective 94 
radius (re) in comparison with in situ measurements.  95 

More recently, Southern Ocean Cloud Radiation Aerosol Transport Experimental Study 96 
(SOCRATES) collected airborne in situ measurements over the SO. During SOCRATES, NSF 97 
deployed the Gulfstream-V (GV) research aircraft to Hobart, Tasmania from January to February 98 
of 2018. From Hobart, the GV flew a total of 15 research flights over the SO as far as 62°S, 99 
sampling aerosol, cloud and precipitation properties in situ, as well as remotely with cloud (W-100 
band) radar and high spectral resolution lidar. SOCRATES provides an opportunity to evaluate 101 
satellite cloud products and retrieval assumptions during the austral summer over the SO. In this 102 
study, we evaluate low altitude cloud microphysical properties retrieved from satellites using 103 
airborne in situ measurements collected during SOCRATES. After describing the datasets and 104 
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methods used in section 2, in section 3 we compare the satellite retrievals of effective radius (re), 105 
optical depth (τ), liquid water path (LWP) and cloud droplet number concentration (Nd) from three 106 
datasets that are based on observations from MODIS (Platnick et al., 2003) and Himawari-8 107 
(geostationary weather satellite; Bessho et al., 2016) with values obtained from the GV in situ 108 
measurements. This is followed in section 4, by a more detailed examination of retrieval 109 
assumptions and other factors that are responsible for differences between the satellite retrievals 110 
and in situ data, with conclusions and final remarks given in section 5.  111 

SOCRATES specifically targeted stratocumulus primarily overcast or closed cell 112 
stratocumulus, that reside in the cold sectors of low-pressure system, and the SOCRATES data do 113 
not represent a meteorologically unbiased set of conditions. Nonetheless stratocumulus clouds are 114 
a significant fraction of all SO low clouds (Wood, 2012), and our focus on these clouds during 115 
SOCRATES results from a recognition that these clouds lay at the heart of difficulties that many 116 
models are having in simulating the climate of the SO.  Based on results from other regions, one 117 
expects that satellite retrievals for these relatively spatially homogenous clouds should work well 118 
(e.g., Painemal and Zuidema, 2011; hereafter PZ11).  In section 5, we discuss conditional sampling 119 
issues and how results obtained here related to previous evaluation studies over the Pacific and 120 
over the SO (e.g., A18; Zhao et al., 2020) in more detail. 121 

2 Data and Methods 122 

2.1 SOCRATES Flights and In situ measurements 123 
During SOCRATES, the GV was equipped a suite of instruments measuring aerosol, cloud 124 

and thermodynamic variables.  A total of 15 research flights were flown over the Southern Ocean, 125 
which are marked by the black lines in Figure 1. Typically, the GV sampled clouds with several 126 
flight modules in each flight, which consists of a combination of ramp ascents and descents, as 127 
well as level (fixed altitude) legs above, below, and in cloud.  Here we focus on vertical profiles 128 
for cloud microphysical properties constructed from flight segments where the aircraft completely 129 
ascended or descended through all low-altitude clouds, and (as detailed below) multiple low-level 130 
cloud layers were occasionally present. 131 
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 132 

Figure 1. GV aircraft trajectory (black lines) during the SOCRATES.  Clouds vertical profiles 133 
collocated with MODIS retrievals are marked by red dots and Himawai-8 retrievals by blue dots, 134 
and both satellites by purple circles.   135 

This study focuses on the cloud microphysical properties measured by the particle-sizing-136 
instruments, as listed in Table 1. SOCRATES GV data are available via the Earth Observing 137 
Laboratory data archive (https://data.eol.ucar.edu/project/552), with links to specific datasets 138 
given in the Table 1. Here we reply primarily on (i) the Cloud Droplet Probe (CDP) - an optical 139 
instrument that measures the concentration of cloud droplets in 30 size bins ranging from 2-50 µm, 140 
by measuring the light forward scattered by individual cloud droplets as they pass through a laser 141 
beam oriented across the aircraft flight direction, (ii) the Two-Dimensional Stereo (2DS) probe - 142 
an optical array probe that records the images of hydrometeors using two orthogonal laser beams 143 
that cross in the middle of the sample volume and measures particle size based on the shadow 144 
(blockage of the lidar beam) for particles ranging from about 10 to 1280 µm with a 10 µm bin-145 
width as they cross the optical array; (iii) the Two-Dimensional Cloud (2DC) probe – an optical 146 
array probe that measures particle ranging from 37.5 to 1612.5 µm with 25 µm bin-width. We 147 
combined droplet size spectra from the CDP with that from the 2DS (or 2DC) to calculate several 148 
microphysical properties. Details and uncertainties associated with instruments and the spectra-149 
merging processes are discussed in Section 4.4.  150 

 151 
 152 

 153 
 154 

 155 
 156 
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Table 1 In Situ Instruments 157 
Instruments Method Measurements References 

Cloud Droplet 
Probe (CDP) 

Forward 
scattered 
light 

Droplet diameter 
within 2-50 µm, 30 
bins (1 µm bin-
width for sizes < 14 
µm; 2 µm bin-
width for 
sizes >=16 µm) 

Lance et al. (2010) 

https://data.eol.ucar.edu/dataset/552.002 

Two-Dimensional 
Stereo probe 
(2DS) 

2-D image Droplet diameter 
within 10-1280 
µm(10 µm bin-
width) 

Wu and McFarquhar (2019) 

https://data.eol.ucar.edu/dataset/552.047 
 

Two-Dimensional 
Cloud optical 
array probe (2DC) 

2-D image Droplet diameter 
within 37.5- 1612.5 
µm, 64 bins (25 µm 
bin-width) 
 

Wu and McFarquhar (2019) 
 
https://data.eol.ucar.edu/dataset/552.046 
 

    

Note: For spherical particles droplet size is diameter. All the data is available at 1Hz temporal resolution. 158 
CDP data is included in the SOCRATES Navigation, State Parameter, and Microphysics Flight-Level Data, 159 
and this study uses version 1.3 of this dataset. The version number of 2DC and 2DS is 1.1. 2DC data is not 160 
available for research flight RF02. 161 

Microphysical properties are calculated from the combined CDP and 2DS (or 2DC) data. 162 
Specifically, effective radius (re) is computed as the ratio of the third to the second moment of a 163 
droplet size distribution 164 

 𝑟! =	
∑ 𝑟"# ∙ 𝑛"$
"%&

∑ 𝑟"' ∙ 𝑛"$
"%& 	 

(1) 

where re is the effective radius at a given time, ri the droplet radius of each bin, ni the droplet 165 
concentration(#/cm3) per bin, and N the total number of the bins. Cloud droplet number 166 
concentration (Nd) is computed as 167 

 𝑁( =	(𝑛"

$

"%&

 (2) 

Cloud optical depth (τ) is calculated by vertically integrating the volume extinction 168 
coefficient (β) 169 

 β = 	(𝜋𝑄!𝑟"'𝑛"

$

"%&

 (3) 

where the extinction efficiency Q! is approximately 2.  170 
Liquid water content (LWC) is calculated as 171 
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 LWC = 	
4
3𝜋𝜌)(𝑟"# ∙ 𝑛"

$

"%&

 (4) 

where the 𝜌) is the density of liquid water. We calculate LWP by integrating LWC from cloud 172 
base to the cloud top. Following Wood et al. (2011) and PZ11, cloud top and cloud base are defined 173 
as the highest and lowest altitude with LWC greater than 0.03 gm-3.  The calculated value of LWP 174 
is not sensitive to this threshold.   175 

In order to identify the cases (vertical profiles) where the precipitation is present, we 176 
calculate LWP for the droplets with diameters larger than 50 μm from 2DS probe (i.e. the vertically 177 
integrated precipitation liquid water path) which we will denote as PWP. Following the definition 178 
of King et al. (2013), clouds profiles are categorized into three groups: non-precipitating (PWP ≤ 179 
2 g m-2), lightly-precipitating (2 g m-2 < PWP ≤10 g m-2) or heavily-precipitating (PWP > 10 g m-180 
2). The phase of the clouds is discussed using the ice phase fraction μice (Korolev et al., 2017), 181 
defined as μice = IWP/(IWP+LWP), where ice water path (IWP) is the vertical integral of ice water 182 
content (IWC) obtained from the 2DS and only includes ice particles >= 200 um, as derived by 183 
Wu and McFarquhar (2019).  Later in the article, we discuss the implications of this restriction.   184 

Figure 2 shows the verticals profiles of in situ re, LWC and Nd as a function of the 185 
normalized height (that is the position within cloud normalized such that 1 is cloud top and 0 is 186 
cloud base). Here only profiles of single layered clouds are shown (meaning profiles with multiple 187 
low-level clouds layers are not included).  The thin lines are from individual aircraft penetrations 188 
(dots shown in Figure 1), while the thick line and purple shading shows the average profile and 189 
standard error, respectively. The standard error is the standard deviation divided by the square root 190 
of the number of profiles and is provided to give a sense for the one-sigma (66%) uncertainty in 191 
the average.   192 

  193 

Figure 2. In situ profiles (single layered) of re, LWC and Nd normalized with respect to position 194 
within the cloud such that 1 indicates cloud top and 0 indicates cloud base. The thick black solid 195 
line is the mean of all the profiles. Purple shadings indicate the standard error.  Spikes in the 196 
effective radius plot, in particular, occur when the CDP records only a few small (~ 10 µm) cloud-197 
size droplets, but some precipitation size particles are present.     198 

On average, both re and LWC increase roughly linearly with height, while Nd remains 199 
relatively constant with height, which is what one expects for cloud under an adiabatic assumption.  200 
We note that while re increases linearly with height, the value of re is not especially small at cloud 201 
base, and the total change in re (on average) is only a few microns.  LWC near the cloud top deviates 202 
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from a linear increasing LWC, which may be due to entrainment, but could also be due to the 203 
aircraft passing through clouds with a horizontally varying cloud top height or cases where a thin-204 
cloud-layer exists above a thicker-layer that is not resolved by the aircraft sampling. The data used 205 
here are sampled at 1 Hz, which is roughly equivalent to a horizontal sampling distance of 137 m, 206 
while ascents and descents rates where typical about 5-7 m s-1 yielding a vertical resolution of 207 
about 6 m. The thickness of cloud layers varied from 88 to 2421 m, and with multilayer clouds 208 
often featuring multiple thin layers.  The light lines in Figure 2 shows that individual aircraft 209 
penetrations do not always show an adiabatic-like profile, but of course the aircraft profiles we are 210 
creating are not necessarily sampling individual updrafts or downdrafts within a cloud, and any 211 
individual profile does not represent the actual profile of cloud properties at any specific location. 212 
Nonetheless the horizontal distance sampled by the aircraft is roughly consistent with the 1-to-few 213 
km pixel size being used in the satellite retrievals. 214 

In Section 3, we compare satellite retrieved re, τ, LWP and Nd with in situ values from 215 
individual profiles. In that analysis, the in situ cloud spectra (drop size distribution) are first 216 
aggregated from the top of the cloud to the point where the optical depth reaches one (unless noted 217 
otherwise), and average spectra are used to compute re. Since both τ and LWP are integrated 218 
quantity, they are computed over the entire cloud layer by vertically integrating LWC and β, 219 
respectively. The mean value of Nd for each profile is used (rather than the value near cloud top) 220 
to reduce sampling uncertainty. In the plots in section 3, the variability in the in situ re is show by 221 
the standard deviations of the values over the top 1 OD of the cloud, and the variability in the in 222 
situ Nd is shown by the standard deviations of the values taken over the cloud profile. In order to 223 
estimate the uncertainty associated with the LWP and τ, we fit a set of lines to individual profiles 224 
that bound the vertical variations in LWC and β. Details are given in the supporting information. 225 

2.2 Satellite Products and Collocation 226 
MODIS level 2 Collection 6.1 cloud products from Aqua platform (MYD06) are used in 227 

this study. Detailed descriptions for the MODIS cloud product can be found in Platnick et al. 228 
(2017).  Data is available at https://ladsweb.modaps.eosdis.nasa.gov/. The product includes cloud 229 
microphysical information with 1 km resolution (at nadir) based on a bi-spectral method using a 230 
non-absorbing visible-wavelength channel and one absorbing shortwave infrared channel, 231 
following the approach developed by Nakajima and King (1990).  MODIS provides three set of 232 
retrievals, based on three different absorbing channels at 1.6, 2.1, and 3.7 µm. During the 233 
evaluation, we mainly focus on the retrievals using the 3.7 µm channel since re retrievals from this 234 
band are expected to be less influenced by 3D scattering effects (more on this later in the document) 235 
and often show the best agreement with the in situ measurements (e.g. King et al., 2013).  236 
Comparison between 1.6 and 2.1 µm are also provided and discussed in section 3.2. In general, 237 
the comparison of satellite retrieved re and in situ measured re requires consideration of the vertical 238 
penetration of the photons into the cloud. As reported in the previous studies (Platnick, 2000; King 239 
et al., 2013; Zhang and Platnick, 2011; Nakajima et al., 2010), one expect that re retrieval at 3.7 240 
μm is more sensitive to the cloud droplets near cloud top due to the stronger absorption (smaller 241 
penetration depth), while re retrievals at 1.6 and 2.1 μm are more representative for the droplets 242 
deeper into the clouds due to the relatively weaker absorption (larger penetration depth). Thus (as 243 
described in section 2.1), we calculated in situ cloud top re from using cloud droplet spectrum 244 
averaged over 1 optical depth (OD) at the top of the cloud.  We also have examined the impact of 245 
using a threshold of two and three optical depths but found this had little effect on the results. In 246 
addition to MYD06 product, we also used MODIS level 3 MYD03 product for the geolocation 247 
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fields, and MODIS Level-1B data set MYD02QKM for the calibrated radiances to calculate the 248 
homogeneity index (section 4.1). 249 

In addition to the operational MODIS retrievals, we also evaluated the CERES-MODIS 250 
cloud product retrieval Edition 4 (Trepte et al., 2019; Minnis et al., 2020). This retrieval product 251 
is produced by the CERES team at NASA Langley and is used in generating CERES radiative flux 252 
products (Kato et al., 2013). Although CERES-MODIS pixel level data are not publicly available 253 
(publically available data are limited to gridded level 3 products), we include in the supplementary 254 
material (Table S2) the mean of the CERES-MODIS retrievals collocated with the aircraft vertical 255 
profiles, which is used in all of the analysis presented here. While the microphysical properties of 256 
low clouds (which we examine in this article) are also based on the bi-spectral technique, the 257 
underlying codes were developed independently and apply different techniques to account for 258 
absorption due to above-cloud-water vapor and different criteria to identify low clouds and when 259 
to apply the bi-spectral retrieval. CERES-MODIS algorithm processes MODIS radiance data with 260 
every other scanline and every 4th pixel from the original MODIS 1 km resolution (i.e. 339 pixels 261 
per scanline, instead of 1354 pixels).  262 

This study also evaluates cloud retrievals produced by the NASA SatCORPS group based 263 
on Himawari-8 observations (Trepte et al., 2019; Minnis et al., 2020). Data is available at 264 
https://data.eol.ucar.edu/dataset/552.027. Himawari-8 is a Japanese geostationary meteorological 265 
satellite launched in Oct. 2014. The SATCORPS Himawari-8 retrievals have 2-km resolution at 266 
nadir (at the equator) and are available every 10-minutes during GV aircraft flight dates. Details 267 
of the cloud property retrieval methodology are given in Minnis et al. (2011, 2008), and largely 268 
follow the approach used for CERES-MODIS and use near-infrared imagery at 3.9 μm.  269 

All three satellite products provide retrievals for re and τ, based on 1D radiative transfer 270 
calculations and the satellite retrieved re and τ can be used to derive LWP.  The formulation varies 271 
depending on the assumed vertical structure (profile shape) of the cloud LWC and re. For a 272 
vertically homogeneous cloud having a constant LWC and re with altitude, one obtains (Borg and 273 
Bennartz, 2007),   274 

 LWP =
4𝜌)
3𝑄!

τ ∙ 𝑟! (5) 

while for an adiabatically stratified cloud having a linearly increasing LWC and re with altitude 275 
(Wood and Hartmann, 2006) one obtains, 276 

 LWP =
10𝜌)
9𝑄!

τ ∙ 𝑟! (6) 

where 𝜌) is the density of water, and again the extinction efficiency Q! is about 2. These two 277 
expressions differ by a constant factor, with the vertically homogenous assumption giving a 20% 278 
larger LWP. Both MODIS and CERES-MODIS operational algorithm calculate and provide LWP 279 
based on equation (5), while SatCORPS Himawari-8 dataset include LWP calculated with the 280 
equation (6).  Previous studies (e.g. King et al., 2011) have found that LWP computed using the 281 
vertically homogeneous formulation is usually positively biased for marine stratocumulus, which 282 
is not surprising given the overall adiabatic-like profiles of oceanic boundary layer clouds 283 
(Seethala and Horváth, 2010).  We likewise find this assumption provides a better match with the 284 
observations, and in the later discussion use equation (6) assuming adiabatically stratified clouds 285 
except where specifically stated otherwise. 286 
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Although Nd is not provided in any of the satellite products, it can likewise be derived from 287 
passive satellite observations using re and τ assuming a one-dimensional cloud and following the 288 
assumption that clouds have an adiabatic-like profile, in which LWC increase linearly from cloud 289 
base to cloud top, given by (Bennartz et al., 2007; Grosvenor et al., 2018): 290 

 𝑁( =
√5
2𝜋𝑘	(

𝑓*(𝑐)
𝑄!𝜌)

)&/'
τ&/'

𝑟!,/'
= 𝐶 ∙

τ&/'

𝑟!,/'
	 (7) 

which is basically the product of the ratio of τ&/' and 𝑟!,/' and a constant C. The constant C is 291 
determined by several parameters, with Q! ≈	2, and k, cw and fad given by: 292 

 k = (
𝑟-
𝑟!
)#		 (8) 

 𝑐) =
	𝜌𝑐.
𝐿-

(Γ/(𝑇, 𝑃) − Γ() (9) 

 𝑓*( =	
𝐿𝑊𝑃
𝐿𝑊𝑃*(

																		 (10) 

The k parameter is a measure of the droplet spectrum width and is given by the third power of the 293 
ratio between volume radius (rv) to re, where 𝑟- =	 (

#012
345!$"

)&/#. k is often assumed to be a constant 294 
with a value of 0.8 in retrievals. Later in this study, we calculate k values using the in situ rv and 295 
re values for the cloud profiles.  cw is the rate of increase of LWC with height (i.e. the condensation 296 
rate) and is a weak function of temperature and pressure and is often assumed to be a constant 297 
range from 1 to 2.5 g m-3 km-1 (Albrecht et al., 1990; Min et al., 2012).  Again, later in this study, 298 
we examine the mean and variability of cw. cp =1004 J K-1 kg-1 is the specific heat of dry air at 299 
constant pressure, Lv= 2.5 ×106 [J kg-1] is the latent heat of vaporization, Γd and Γm are the dry and 300 
moist adiabatic lapse rate, respectively.  fad is called the adiabacity factor and describes how close 301 
the observed cloud is to a true adiabatic cloud layer (while still assuming the liquid water content 302 
increases linearly with height). Typically, this factor is assumed to be a constant 0.8 (e.g., Bennartz 303 
et al., 2007).  Again, later in this study, we calculate fad values for the cloud profiles.   304 

A key step in comparing satellite retrievals with in situ measurements is collocation. Here 305 
we averaged the satellite pixels around the location of the in situ profile within a 5 pixels × 5 pixels 306 
box for MODIS, 3 pixels ×3 pixels box for CERES-MODIS, and 3 pixels × 3 pixels box for 307 
Himawari-8. Changing the size of the averaging box by a factor of 2 has a negligible impact on 308 
the results. While in most cases, all of the satellite retrievals within these boxes correctly identified 309 
the cloud as low-level (<3 km) liquid clouds, in a few cases there were some scattered high clouds 310 
in the vicinity. In our box averages, we include only those satellite pixels which are identified as 311 
low-level liquid clouds by the retrieval algorithms. We did reject a few cases (match up points) 312 
because the apparent cloud-top-height (CTH) did not match the in situ aircraft measurement with 313 
in 1 km (satellite reported CTH > 3 km). While there are not a sufficient number of the poor CTH 314 
cases to quantify errors for these cases, we note that all of the satellite imager retrievals assume 315 
single layer clouds. Situations in which an optically thin high-altitude (ice) clouds overlays an 316 
optically thicker low-altitude (liquid) clouds is a long-standing problem for imager-based retrievals 317 
but filtering for CTH < 3 km appears to be satisfactory for the present analysis. 318 
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The in situ aircraft measurements and satellite retrievals do not necessarily occur 319 
simultaneously.  In our analysis we account for the time offset by adjusting the box location for 320 
cloud advection, and we set a maximum time offset between the in situ and satellite data to be 1 321 
hour for MODIS (and CERES-MODIS) and 10 minutes for Himawari-8.  Specifically, we account 322 
for the distance clouds traveled using the in situ wind speed averaged near the cloud top, an 323 
approach which is similar to that employed by PZ11.  324 

After the above filtering and processing, there remained 20 in situ cloud profiles (from 8 325 
flights) closely aligned with Aqua MODIS overpasses, and 51 profiles (from 14 flights) closely 326 
aligned with Himawari-8 products. In total 53 in situ cloud profiles are used in this study and 327 
statistics are provided in Table.2. The circles marked on Figure 1 show the location of these 328 
profiles and Table S1 in the supporting information lists in situ properties for each profile. 329 
 330 
Table 2. Summary of the Statistics for In Situ Measurements Used in the Satellite Evaluation 331 
 332 

Variable N Mean Standard Error 

τ 53(21,18,14) 12.6(6.7,19.1,13.2) 1.3(1.5,2.4,2.1) 

LWP 
[g·m-2] 

53(21,18,14) 84.8(34.7,120.6,114.0) 9.1(7.0,13.3,18.4) 

Nd 

[#/cm-3] 
53(21,18,14) 86.8(91.4,109.7,50.3) 7.5(12.2,12.8,7.9) 

re[μm] 53(21,18,14) 11.4(8.7,11.0,16.0) 0.6(0.4,0.4,1.3) 

Note. N is the number of the data points. For each cell, value in front of parentheses is the statistics 333 
for all the collocated profiles, while the 1st, 2nd and 3rd value is that for non-precipitating, lightly-334 
precipitating, and heavily-precipitating cases. 335 
 336 
Table 3. Summary of the Comparison Statistics Between MODIS Retrievals and In Situ 337 
Measurements  338 

Variable N  R Mean Bias Mean Standard Error 

τ 20(6,7,7) 0.91 0.1(1.0,-0.6,0.1) 13.8(5.3,20.7,14.2) 1.0(1.6,1.5,1.8) 

LWP 
[g·m-2] 

20(6,7,7) 0.83 1.6(6.1,0.2,-0.8) 96.1(30.3,138.7,109.8) 8.5(9.1,9.4,20.9) 

LWPvh 
[g·m-2] 

20(6,7,7) 0.82 16.1(10.4,20.9,16.1) 110.5(34.6,159.4,126.7) 8.8(9.4,10.1,21.3) 

Nd 

[#/cm-3] 

20(6,7,7) 0.68 -9.1(7.2,-32.8,0.6) 76.9(62.9,100.8,65.0) 8.3(8.1,15.4,12.0) 

Nd_obs-mean-
k_fad 
[#/cm-3] 

20(6,7,7) 0.68 -8.1(8.0,-31.5,1.4) 77.8(63.7,102.0,65.8) 8.3(8.2,15.4,12.2) 

Nd_obs_cbc_k_fad 

[#/cm-3] 
20(6,7,7) 0.78 -7.2(0.8,-23.3,2.2) 78.8(56.5,110.2,66.5) 7.2(10.1,10.3,13.5) 

re3.7 [μm] 20(6,7,7) 0.9 0.0(1.0,0.7,-1.6) 12.5(10.4,11.9,15.0) 0.5(0.3,0.3,1.0) 

re2.1 [μm] 20(6,7,7) 0.83 0.7(2.4,1.0,-1.1) 13.2(11.9,12.2,15.4) 0.6(1.1,0.5,0.7) 

re1.6 [μm] 20(6,7,7) 0.84 -0.1(0.8,0.6,-1.6) 12.5(10.3,11.8,15.0) 0.6(1.1,0.4,1.0) 
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Note. N is the number of the data points. R is the correlation coefficient. For each cell, value in 339 
front of parentheses is the statistics for all the collocated profiles, while the 1st, 2nd and 3rd value 340 
is that for non-precipitating, lightly-precipitating, and heavily-precipitating cases. LWP is 341 
calculated assuming adiabatically stratified cloud with equation LWP = &67#

89$
τ ∙ r: for the satellite 342 

retrievals. LWPvh is calculated assuming vertically homogeneous cloud with equation LWP =343 
37#
#9$

τ ∙ r:. Satellite Nd is retrieved with typically assumed constants (k=0.8,fad=0.8), Nd_obs-mean-344 
k_fad is retrieved by setting k and fad to the mean of the in situ values, and Nd_obs_cbc_k_fad by 345 
using case-by-case in situ value of k and fad. During the Nd, retrieval, condensation rate(cw) is 346 
calculated using the satellite-retrieved cloud top temperature and pressure. 347 
 348 
Table 4. Summary of the Comparison Statistics Between CERES-MODIS Retrievals and In Situ 349 
Measurements  350 

Variable N  R Mean Bias Mean Standard Error 

τ 20(6,7,7) 0.91 1.5(1.8,1.8,0.9) 15.2(6.1,23.2,15.1) 0.9(0.9,1.7,1.8) 

LWP 
[g·m-2] 

20(6,7,7) 0.79 12.2(12.2,25.3,-0.7) 106.7(36.4,163.8,109.8) 9.7(5.4,13.2,22.9) 

LWPvh 
[g·m-2] 

20(6,7,7) 0.79 33.6(19.4,58.0,21.3) 128.0(43.6,196.5,131.8) 10.9(5.2,14.7,24.7) 

Nd 

[#/cm-3] 

20(6,7,7) 0.49 -7.9(3.7,-41.5,15.7) 77.9(59.4,92.0,79.7) 10.7(3.8,17.3,19.0) 

Nd_obs-mean-
k_fad 
[#/cm-3] 

20(6,7,7) 0.49 -7.0(4.4,-40.4,16.7) 78.9(60.1,93.1,80.7) 10.7(3.8,17.3,19.2) 

Nd_obs_cbc_k_fa
d 

[#/cm-3] 

20(6,7,7) 0.59 -5.9(-3.1,-33.4,19.1) 79.9(52.6,100.2,83.1) 10.1(6.0,12.4,21.2) 

re[μm] 20(6,7,7) 0.78 0.2(1.5,1.5,-2.2) 12.7(10.9,12.6,14.3) 0.6(0.3,0.2,1.3) 
 351 
 352 
Table 5. Summary of the Comparison Statistics Between SatCORPS Himawari-8 Retrievals and 353 
In Situ Measurements 354 

Variable N  R Mean Bias Mean Standard Error 

τ 51(19,18,14) 0.79 2.6(4.0,2.1,1.4) 15.7(11.1,21.2,14.7) 1.0(1.8,1.6,1.9) 

LWP 

[g·m-2] 
51(19,18,14) 0.64 16.1(21.8,21.1,2.0) 103.7(58.7,141.7,116.1) 8.7(9.4,11.4,24.5) 

LWPvh 
[g·m-2] 

51(19,18,14) 0.64 36.9(33.6,49.4,25.2) 124.5(70.5,170.0,139.3) 10.1(11.9,13.3,28.0
) 

Nd 

[#/cm-3] 

51(19,18,14) 0.77 -1.6(6.3,-17.7,8.5) 87.0(102.9,92.1,58.8) 5.1(9.3,7.0,8.1) 

Nd_obs-mean-
k_fad 
[#/cm-3] 

51(19,18,14) 0.77 -0.5(7.5,-16.5,9.2) 88.0(104.2,93.2,59.5) 5.1(9.4,6.9,8.2) 

Nd_obs_cbc_k_fad 

[#/cm-3] 
51(19,18,14) 0.77 0.1(4.4,-13.0,11.2) 88.7(101.1,96.7,61.4) 5.3(10.8,5.3,8.9) 

re[μm] 51(19,18,14) 0.84 1.2(1.4,1.7,0.3) 12.3(9.9,12.4,15.6) 0.3(0.4,0.3,0.8) 
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3 In Situ and satellite retrievals comparisons  355 
In this section, satellite retrievals from MODIS, CERES-MODIS and Himawari-8 are 356 

compared with the in situ measurements of τ, re, LWP and Nd. Statistics summarizing the 357 
comparison between the in situ and three satellites products provided in Table 3 to 5, respectively. 358 
We begin the analysis with τ and re, after which we focus on LWP and Nd, which are derived from 359 
τ and re. 360 

3.1 Cloud optical depth 361 
Figure 3 compares the in situ derived τ with satellite-retrieved τ. The vertical bars show 362 

the standard deviation of τ for the pixels within the collocated satellite match-up box that is used 363 
for averaging (see section 2). In many cases the vertical bars exceed 5, showing that there is 364 
typically a large horizontal variability in τ on the satellite pixel-scale.  MODIS τ3.7 correlates well, 365 
R=0.91, with in situ values, having a mean bias of only 0.1. CERES-MODIS τ also correlates wells, 366 
R = 0.91, and mean bias of 1.5, which is not statistically different from zero at a 95% confidence 367 
level (as the one-sigma uncertainty in the mean, that is the standard error, is about 1). Himawari-368 
8 τ is not as well correlated with R = 0.79 and a mean bias of 2.6, which is nominally significant 369 
at 95% confidence. However, the Himawari-8 data yield about the same as the mean bias as 370 
CERES-MODIS when restricted the 18 cases common to all three datasets (Figure 3d), with R = 371 
0.86 and a mean bias = 1.88. Thus, the overall lower performance suggested by the full set of 372 
Himawari-8 match-ups is due to having more, and more difficult cases.  In particular, there are 373 
more cases with multiple low-level cloud layers (that is, multiple layers below 3 km; grey filled 374 
dots) in the Himawari-8 set, and in general, cases which are more spatially variable (notice the 375 
larger vertical uncertainty bars in panel c). As will be discussed further in Section 5, a mean bias 376 
near 2.5 with a one-sigma certainty of near 1 is reasonably good performance and is consistent 377 
with expectations based on previous studies.  Table 3 to 5 also lists the statistics for cases in 378 
different precipitation regime (non-precipitating, lightly-precipitating, and heavily-precipitating), 379 
and we will discuss these results in more detail in the context of the LWP retrieval in section 3.3, 380 
after examining the effective radius. 381 
 382 
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 383 

Figure 3. Comparison of τ from in situ measurements (CDP+2DS) and satellite retrievals for each 384 
case (aircraft vertical profile) based on (a) MODIS (MYD06 3.7 μm channel), (b) CERES-MODIS, 385 
(c) Himawari-8, and (d) for all three retrievals limited to the cases common to all three datasets. 386 
The vertical uncertainty bars indicate the standard deviation of τ within a box centered on the 387 
aircraft after correcting for advection (see text section 2).The horizontal uncertainty bars are 388 
estimated by fit a set of lines to individual profiles that bound the vertical variations in β. Black, 389 
blue, red open circles indicate cases that are non-precipitating (PWP < 2 gm-2), lightly-precipitating 390 
(2 g m-2 < PWP <10 gm-2) or heavily-precipitating (PWP > 10 gm-2), respectively. Grey filled dots 391 
indicate those in situ profiles when there are multiple low-level cloud layers (cloud top of all layers 392 
is less than 3km). For text in panel (d), R indicates the correlation coefficient and B indicates the 393 
mean bias (satellite – in situ) for each dataset (of the specified color). 394 
 395 

3.2 Effective Radius 396 
The comparison between satellite derived re and in situ re is shown in Figure 4. Here the in 397 

situ re is derived from the merged spectrum of CDP and 2DS. MODIS re3.7 correlates well with in 398 
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situ re (R=0.9) and has a mean bias of 0.0 μm.  In spite of being for the same set of cases, perhaps 399 
surprisingly the correlation between CERES-MODIS and in situ re is not quite as good at, R=0.78.  400 
Nonetheless, the mean bias of CERES re is small at 0.2 μm and not significant different from zero 401 
at the 95% level of confidence.  As for Himawari-8, the overall results are similarly good with the 402 
correlation between retrieved re and in situ re being 0.84, though the retrieved re are generally larger 403 
than in situ re, with a mean bias of 1.2 μm (which is significantly different from zero at 95% level 404 
of confidence). However, as was the case for optical depth, the difference in the Himawari-8 bias 405 
is due to additional cases analyzed, and the bias reduces to -0.29 μm when restricted to the set of 406 
cases common to all three retrievals (see Figure 4, panel d).    407 

As shown by the red symbols in Figure 4, larger negative errors are associated with some 408 
heavily-precipitating cases (PWP > 10 gm-2), while most non- and lightly-precipitating cases have 409 
a small positive bias. To demonstrate further how the error in re retrieval is related to the presences 410 
of precipitation, in Figure 5 the re retrieval error is plotted as a function of PWP. For MODIS re 411 
retrievals (panel a), there is a large negative bias associated with four cases, all of which have a 412 
PWP greater than 12 g m-2. The same four cases are also negatively biased in CERES-MODIS and 413 
Himawari-8 retrievals.  When consider all cases, there is more variability in the Himawari-8 414 
retrieval error when PWP is greater than about 10 g m-2 than when PWP is less than about 10 g m-415 
2.  The mean bias of Himawari-8 re for these heavily-precipitating cases is small, -0.3 μm while 416 
the bias for non- and lightly precipitation is 1.4 μm. When restricted to the 18 cases common to all 417 
three datasets, the mean bias for the non- and lightly precipitating cases is similar and statistically 418 
significant in all three datasets, with values of 0.78 μm, 1.52 μm, and 0.62 μm for MODIS, CERES-419 
MODIS and Himawari-8 re retrievals, respectively. The presence of precipitation is clearly an 420 
important factor, and this will be explored in greater depth in section 4.  421 

As mentioned in the section 2.2, MODIS re retrievals are also available based on 422 
observations at 1.6 µm and 2.1 µm in addition to 3.7 µm. The difference in the three MODIS re 423 
retrievals is influenced by the different absorption in different bands, with the photon penetration 424 
depth being largest at 1.6 µm and smallest at 3.7 µm. Figure 6(a) shows a comparison between all 425 
three MODIS re retrievals with in situ re. Both re2.1 and re1.6 correlate well with in situ re, with 426 
R=0.83 and R = 0.84, respectively, being slightly smaller than that of re3.7 (R=0.91). As is also 427 
shown in Figure 6, there is one case (marked by cross), with an unusually large difference among 428 
the three channels. This difference is likely due to the inhomogeneity of cloud scene, as will be 429 
discussed in Section 4.1. When this case is excluded, the mean bias in re2.1 and re1.6 (taken across 430 
all cases) is only 0.30 μm and 0.17 μm, respectively.  However, as is the case for re3.7, there is 431 
marked variation with amount of precipitation.  Similar to Figure 5, circles in Figure 6 (c) and (d) 432 
shows retrieval error of re2.1 and re1.6  as a function of PWP. Overall, a positive bias still exists for 433 
non- and lightly-precipitating cases, and the four cases associated with large negative bias in re3.7 434 
(Figure 5a) continue to show a negative bias in re2.1, though to a smaller extent. 435 

To compare the MODIS re retrievals from different wavelength, Figure. 6(b) shows the 436 
difference between re3.7 and re2.1 (or re1.6) as a function of PWP. In general, re2.1 is larger than re3.7 437 
with most points (orange circles) having positive difference (located above the zero line), and this 438 
positive difference become more obvious for the heavily-precipitating clouds. A similar positive 439 
difference is found for re1.6 – re3.7, with re2.1 typically being closer to re3.7 than re1.6.  As the amount 440 
of precipitation tends to increase with depth into the cloud, the increase in particle size for the 441 
precipitating cases is consistent with the expectation since photons at 2.1 μm can penetrate deeper 442 
into the cloud than at 3.7 μm. This does not explain, however, why re2.1 or re1.6 is larger for the non-443 
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precipitating cases (where one might expect the opposite behavior) suggesting that factors other 444 
than vertical variation, penetration depth and precipitation are important in the difference.  This 445 
result is consistent with previous studies that shows re2.1 (or re1.6) tend to be larger than re3.7(e.g. 446 
PZ11; King et al., 2013). 447 

 448 
Figure 4. Comparison of re from in situ measurements (CDP+2DS) and re retrieved by (a) MODIS 449 
3.7 μm channel, (b) CERES-MODIS, (c) Himawari-8, and (d) limited to the cases common to all 450 
three datasets. Symbols, vertical-uncertainty-bars and text-in-panel-(d) are the same as Figure 3.  451 
The horizontal-uncertainty-bars are the standard deviation near cloud top (see section 2).   452 

 453 
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 454 
Figure 5. Satellite re retrieval errors as a function of vertically integrated precipitation water path 455 
(PWP). Symbols are same as that in Figure 3, with two vertical dashed line indicating the 456 
thresholds of 2 g m-2 and 10 g m-2 used to define non- and lightly-precipitating categories.   457 

 458 
 459 

 460 
 461 
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 462 
Figure 6. (a) MODIS re retrievals as three wavelengths versus the in situ re (CDP+2DS).  Cross 463 
symbol in panel (a) denotes point with unusually large difference that is likely due to spatial 464 
heterogeneity (see text). (b) Difference between MODIS re3.7 and re2.1 (or re1.6) as a function of 465 
PWP.  (c) MODIS re3.7 error (circles) and re2.1 error (x’s) as a function of PWP. (d) same as panel 466 
c, except for x’s are for re1.6 error. In (c) and (d), the color code is the same that in Figure 5 and 467 
earlier figures. The two vertical dashed lines in panels (b) and (c) denote the thresholds of 2 gm-2 468 
and 10 gm-2 used to define non- and lightly precipitating categories. 469 

 470 
3.3 Cloud Liquid Water Path 471 

Figure 7 shows a comparison between in situ LWP and satellite derived LWP, calculated 472 
using equation (6), which assumes clouds are adiabatic. MODIS LWP correlates well with in situ 473 
LWP (R=0.83) and has a mean bias of only 1.6 g m-2, while for CERES-MODIS, R=0.79 and the 474 
mean bias is 12.2 g m-2 (which is not significantly different from zero at the 95% level).  For 475 
Himawari-8 using all 51 cases, R = 0.64 and mean bias is 16.1 g m-2 (not significant at 95%), with 476 
better performance for single layered cases in Himawari-8 retrievals (R = 0.8 and mean bias = 15.8 477 
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g m-2), and with similar performance to MODIS when restricting to the set of cases common to all 478 
three satellite retrievals (panel d). 479 

In the literature, satellite derived values for LWP are sometimes obtained by assuming a 480 
vertically homogeneous cloud (equation 5) rather than an adiabatic cloud (equation 6).  Tables 3 481 
to 5 provide mean bias and other error statistics using this alternative formulation.  As one might 482 
expect given that the in situ profiles of LWC (see section 2) do show an adiabatic-like profile, the 483 
adiabatic formulation for LWP produces better overall results, whereas the vertically 484 
homogeneous assumption results in a statistically significant overestimation of LWP. 485 

One expects a positive error in re or τ (meaning the retrieved value is too large) will result 486 
in a positive error in LWP (regardless of which of the two LWP formulations is used), and indeed 487 
we find this to be true, as shown in Figure 8. For all three satellite products, the bias in LWP is 488 
positively correlated with bias in re, with the R of 0.52, 0.69, and 0.59, respectively, and positively 489 
correlated with bias in τ, with the R of 0.92, 0.88, and 0.91.  Note there are more black and blue 490 
points (associated with non- and lightly-precipitating profiles) in the upper right quadrant in Figure 491 
8 in panels (b) and (c).  In section 3.2 it was noted that non- and lightly-precipitating cases have a 492 
small positive (satellite > in situ) mean bias in re in all three retrieval datasets.  Likewise, the optical 493 
depth for the non- and lightly-precipitating cases is also slightly biased in the CERES-MODIS and 494 
Himawari-8 datasets, as is evident in Fig. 8e and 8f which show fewer points in lower left quadrant 495 
than upper right quadrant (see also Tables 4 and 5).  The positive bias in re and τ combine to create 496 
a small (but statistically significant) bias of 19.22 and 21.58 g m-2 in the LWP.  In the operation 497 
MODIS MYD06 product, on the other hand, there are does not appear to be an LWP bias 498 
associated with non- and lightly-precipitating cases; and these points have a mean bias of only 499 
2.93 g m-2.  This is because the bias in effective radius is countered by a small compensating error 500 
in τ of about -0.6 for MODIS for lightly-precipitating cases (note the points in lower left of Fig. 501 
8d)  The small bias of -0.6 is not itself statistically significant, as so it is ambiguous as to whether 502 
this compensation is coincidental. If coincidental, one expects that MODIS LWP would also have 503 
a small bias in LWP for non- and lightly-precipitating clouds given that it appears to have a similar 504 
bias in re, but all we can conclude is based on the data we have is that no bias in LWP.    505 

While there is no statistically significant bias associated with the heavily-precipitating 506 
cases (red circles), there is considerable variability with these cases having largest positive and 507 
negative errors in re, τ, and LWP.  The standard error (uncertainty in the mean) is greater than 20 508 
g m-2 for the heavily-precipitating cases in all three datasets.  In particular, the handful of cases 509 
identified as having large negative error in re (retrieved re is too small) have the largest 510 
underestimate in LWP. 511 

 512 
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 513 
Figure 7. Comparison of LWP from in situ measurements (CDP+2DS) and retrieved by (a) 514 
MODIS 3.7 μm channel, (b) Himawari-8, (c) CERES-MODIS, and (d) limited to the cases 515 
common to all three datasets. LWP are retrieved from satellite assuming adiabatically stratified 516 
cloud.  Symbols, uncertainty bars, and text in panel (d) are the same as that in Figure 4. 517 
 518 

 519 
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 520 
Figure 8. Difference between satellite derived LWP and in situ LWP as a function of retrieval 521 
error in re and τ. The 1st column is for MODIS, the 2nd column is for CERES-MODIS, and the 522 
3rd column is for Himawari-8. Symbols are the same as Figure 3. 523 

 524 

3.4 Cloud Droplet Number Concentration 525 
Figure 9 compares the satellite derived Nd with the in situ values. When considering all 526 

comparison points (regardless of whether or not precipitation is present), the MODIS, CERES-527 
MODIS and Himawari-8 Nd retrievals are biased by only -9.1, -7.9 and -1.6 #/cm-3, respectively. 528 
These biases are not significantly different from zero at the 95% level of confidence and are small 529 
or modest relative to the overall mean of 86.8 #/cm-3 (Table 2). As was the situation for LWP 530 
(discussed above in section 3.3), the impact of precipitation on the bias in Nd retrievals is 531 
complicated by the correlation between errors in re and τ and is somewhat different in each of the 532 
three datasets and also depends to amount of precipitation present. In all three satellite datasets, 533 
the errors in re and τ tend to cancel out producing relatively little bias in Nd.  The only statistically 534 
significant bias we find are for the lightly-precipitating category, where MODIS and CERES-535 
MODIS retrievals have underestimated the Nd by about 30 to 40 #/cm-3 ,and Himawari-8 retrievals 536 
have underestimated the Nd by -17.7 #/cm-3 (from an overall mean of about 100 #/cm-3). We note 537 
that the correlation between the retrieved and in situ values is poorer for Nd (ranging from 0.49 to 538 
0.77) than for re, τ, and LWP.  At the end of this section, we examine in more details the effect of 539 
random errors (variability from profile-to-profile) in the retrieved Nd. 540 

Perhaps equally importantly, we find a large bias error in cases with multiple low-level 541 
clouds for Himawari-8, with a mean bias of 23.4 #/cm-3.  There are only 10 cases where multiple 542 
low-level clouds are present, but the difference is significant because these cases have smaller 543 
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droplet concentration (mean value about 52.4 #/cm-3 with a mean-absolute deviation of 27 #/cm-544 
3). The MODIS and CERES-MODIS retrievals include only one such multilayer case, and we can’t 545 
directly assess if the results would be the similar for multilayer cases for these two datasets but 546 
given the similar physical basis of the retrievals it seems likely that the MODIS-based retrievals 547 
would have similar difficulty.  Unfortunately, it is difficult to identify when multiple low-level 548 
cloud layers are present from satellite VIS-IR imagery alone, however other measurements such 549 
as CALIPSO lidar backscatter might be used to detect the presence of such layers in combined 550 
retrievals algorithms. When multilayer clouds are removed from the set of cases examined the 551 
three datasets have similar mean biases of -9.7, -8.6, -7.7 #/cm-3 for MODIS, CERES-MODIS, and 552 
Himawari-8, respectively. 553 

The above assessment for Nd is based on an assumed value for k of 0.8, fad of 0.8, and using 554 
cw value calculated using equation (9) with satellite retrieved cloud top temperature and pressure. 555 
Using in situ measurements, fad can be calculated using equation (10).  Doing so, we find a mean 556 
value of 0.74 for the 43 single layered profiles.  Likewise, the k factor can be calculated using the 557 
SOCRATES data based on equation (8). The value for k is not generally constant over the depth 558 
of the clouds, but typically is larger toward cloud top because the droplet size distribution is 559 
narrower. In Figure 10, we plot histograms of the calculated k factors near cloud top (integrated 560 
extinction from cloud top less than 1) and for all vertical levels. The averaged k for cloud top is 561 
0.76±0.08, which is slightly larger than averaged k for the whole cloud layer 0.73±0.09.  Using 562 
both the mean cloud-top k of 0.76 and mean value fad of 0.74 has little net effect on the retrieval, 563 
with the resulting mean bias for Nd from MODIS, CERES-MODIS and Himawari-8 becoming -564 
8.1, -7.0 and -0.5 #/cm-3.  We also find that, if one uses values of k and fad obtained from the in 565 
situ data on case-by-case basis for the Nd retrieval, there is likewise little change in the mean bias 566 
(-7.2, -5.9 and 0.1 #/cm-3).  The small net change in the bias occurs because that the impact of 567 
decreasing fad opposes (or compensates) for the effect of increasing k in equation (7).  That is, what 568 
is important for the retrieval is the ratio sqrt(fad)/k, which remains nearly constant and produces no 569 
net bias (systematic error) in the retrieval. 570 
 571 

 572 
 573 
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 574 
 575 

Figure 9. Comparison of Nd from in situ measurements (CDP+2DS) and retrieved by (a) MODIS 576 
3.7 μm channel, (b) CERES-MODIS, (c) Himawari-8, and (d) limited to the cases common to all 577 
three datasets. Symbols, uncertainty bars, and text in panel (d) are the same as that in Figure 4. 578 

 579 
 580 
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 581 
Figure 10. Histogram of k factor at cloud top (averaged over 1 optical depth) and averaged over 582 
whole cloud layer.  583 

 584 
3.4.1 Uncertainty Analysis for Nd 585 

Following Grosvenor et al. (2018) and Bennartz (2007), one can estimate the contribution 586 
of random errors (or uncertainty) in input variables in equation (7) to the random error in Nd, using 587 
a Gaussian error propagation formulation as shown in equation (11). The derivation assumes the 588 
input errors are normally distributed and uncorrelated with each other. 589 
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Here, the term “other” represents the contribution of additional error sources other than 590 
input variables, which we neglect here, see Grosvenor et al. (2018) for additional discussion.  In 591 
short, the expected fractional error in Nd would be given by square root of the sum of the squares 592 
of the fractional errors in the input terms on the right-hand-side of equation (11).  For each input 593 
variable, we have calculated the fractional error for the inputs using the case-by-case (profile-by-594 
profile) SOCRATES single-layered collocated profiles. For example, for Himawari-8 we 595 
approximate 𝜕𝑟! as the standard deviation of (retrieved re – in situ re) which equals 1.93 μm and 𝑟! 596 
as the mean in situ value of 11.73 μm, and so K,

'
;@&
@&
K  = 41.14%. 597 

Table 6 lists the percentage fractional error for each term (not squared) in the equation (11). 598 
Note that the column K;$"

$"
K given here is calculated from the data (same as the other columns) not 599 

calculated based on equation (11), while K;$"
$"
K
<*A<

is calculated based on equation (11) with terms 600 

on the right-hand-side of equation (11) as input values. As one might intuitively expect from 601 
equation (7) and (11), errors in Nd are sensitive to changes in re, since re is raised to the power of 602 
5/2. Our estimates show that error in re is the largest source for Nd error, with highest relative error 603 
contribution, followed by error in τ. As for assumed constants, variability in cw, k and fad can also 604 
contribute to Nd error but based on variability observed during SOCRATES the impact is smaller 605 
than that of re, though we note the SOCRATES samples data are limited to summertime 606 
stratocumulus. One might notice that the sum of the expected percent fractional error doesn’t “add 607 
up” to the K;$"

$"
K calculated on a case-by-case basis. This is because there are correlations between 608 
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error terms that are not considered in equation (11). Nonetheless, it seems safe to conclude that 609 
error in re have a relatively large impact on the uncertainty in the Nd retrieval as compared with 610 
other source, with a total (case-to-case) uncertainty between about 40 and 55%. 611 
 612 
Table 6. Expected Percent Fractional Error (uncertainty) in Nd due to Contributions from 613 
Different Sources 614 
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MODIS 41.93% 48.17% 2.83% 9.68% 17.35% 14.99% 41.14% 

CERES-
MODIS 54.18% 

63.4% 2.41% 9.68% 17.35% 14.71% 58.33% 

Himawari-
8 36.6% 55.9% 1.59% 10.72% 16.11% 22.05% 47.56% 

 615 

4 Error Analysis  616 
Satellite imager retrievals examined in this article invoke several assumptions about cloud 617 

structure and microphysics, and errors are likely to arise when these assumptions are violated in 618 
the real world. In this section, we focus on errors in the effective radius retrieval, which are 619 
arguably the most statistically robust errors identified in section 3, to assumptions in the bi-spectral 620 
retrieval, as well as examine some uncertainties in our analysis approach. Specifically, in section 621 
4.1 we examine errors related to the to the assumption of horizontally homogeneous (i.e. plane-622 
parallel or 1D) clouds.  The bi-spectral retrieval also assumes the shape of the cloud droplet size 623 
distribution (DSD) can be represented by a simple function with a single mode.  In the case of the 624 
MODIS, CERES-MODIS and Himawari-8 bi-spectral retrievals examined in this article, a 625 
modified gamma distribution with a fixed effective variance is assumed.  Larger liquid droplets 626 
absorb more SWIR radiation than smaller droplets, and at its core, the bi-spectral technique is 627 
using the difference in absorbed radiation (between the visible and SWIR) to determine particle 628 
size.  In simple terms, the larger droplets are (on average), the larger the absorption is, and the 629 
smaller the ratio of SWIR reflectance to visible wavelength becomes. The retrieval therefore also 630 
has some sensitivity to the width of the DSD. In sections 4.2, we show that when there is large 631 
contribution from larger precipitating droplets near cloud top, these cases are associated with 632 
significant underestimate in the effective radius, and in section 4.3 we examine errors associated 633 
with the assumed width for the size distributions for the non- and lightly precipitating cases. Last 634 
in section 4.4, we discuss uncertainties related to the in situ probes and analysis technique.  635 

4.1 Horizontal inhomogeneity 636 
The bi-spectral retrieval technique (at least as originally developed and applied here to 681 

MODIS and Himawari-8 observations) assumes clouds are horizontally homogeneous (i.e. plane-682 
parallel or 1D). Of course, in reality the cloud fields often exhibit significant horizontal variability, 683 
and the breakdown of the 1D assumption can lead to systematic errors during the retrieval (e.g. 684 
Marshak et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2012). To assess the impact of horizontal inhomogeneity on the 685 
retrieval error, we examine the relationship between heterogeneity in the satellite visible imagery 686 
and errors in effective radius using the Hσ index, defined as (Liang et al., 2009) 687 
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 𝐻B,D =	
𝑠𝑡𝑑𝑒𝑣[𝑅(λ)]
𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛[𝑅(λ)] 

(12) 

which is the ratio of the standard deviation to the mean of the reflectance within the domain. For 688 
MODIS, we calculated 𝐻B using the MODIS (MYD03 product) radiance at 0.86 μm for the same 689 
5 × 5 pixel analysis box used in the comparisons in section 3. Similarly, we calculate 𝐻B  for 690 
Himawari-8 reflectance at 0.8 μm for using the same 3 × 3 pixel analysis box. The MODIS radiance 691 
is observed at 250m (nadir) resolution at 0.86 μm, which is finer than the 1 km grid used for the 692 
MODIS cloud property retrievals. The results shown here are based on the 250 m data, but we find 693 
our results do not differ appreciably if the radiance data is first reduced to 1 km resolution.  Our 694 
adoption of this metric stems from previous research suggesting that clouds with Hσ <0.3 are 695 
sufficiently homogeneous that errors due to 1D assumption are likely small is this situation, while 696 
larger values associated with more heterogenous cloud fields have significant retrieval biases 697 
(Zhang and Platnick, 2011; Zhang et al., 2012). Figure 11 shows the error in the retrieved re from 698 
MODIS and Himawari-8 as a function of Hσ.  Overall most points have a value for Hσ smaller than 699 
0.3, and there is no clear dependence in the biases for these points. However, there are a few points 700 
with Hσ >0.3. For the one case with Hσ~0.7, there is a large difference in the three re retrievals from 701 
MODIS (based on different SWIR bands) which motivated us to remove this point from the 702 
analysis in Section 3.2.  For this heterogenous point, the MODIS 3.7 μm band retrieval has the 703 
least error, which is consistent with the analysis in Zhang and Platnick (2011) and other studies 704 
that have suggested that this band is less susceptible to 3D scattering effects.  For Himawari-8, 705 
there are two cases with Hσ > 0.5 that show relatively large error in re. Overall, most of the cases 706 
we evaluated are relatively homogenous with no dependence on Hσ, which suggests that horizontal 707 
heterogeneity is not a dominant source of re error for our evaluation result.  We also examined 708 
whether errors in retrieved τ show any dependence on Hσ, since previous studies suggested that 709 
the retrieved τ can be smaller than the actual τ due to heterogeneity (Grosvenor et al., 2018). We 710 
found that retrieved τ error likewise shows no clear dependence on Hσ for our cases (figure not 711 
shown).  712 
 713 

 714 
Figure 11. Satellite retrieval re error as a function of horizontal inhomogeneity index for (a) 715 
MODIS and (b) Himawari-8. Symbols are the same as Figure 3. The additional x-symbols in (a) 716 
represent the error of MODIS re2.1 and re1.6. 717 
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4.2 The Presence of Drizzle at Cloud Top 718 
The presence of drizzle can significantly impact the re retrieval. Minnis et al. (2004) and Zhang 719 
(2013) show that the presence of drizzle drops can result in underestimation in retrieved re. In our 720 
study, section 3.2 we find that re is underestimated for some (but not all) heavily-precipitating 721 
cases. To further assess the contribution of the droplets larger than 50 µm, we calculated the ratio 722 
of mean LWC over the top 1 OD of the cloud for droplets with diameters > 50 µm (i.e. precipitation 723 
water content, PWC) and droplets with diameters < 50 µm (i.e. cloud water content, CWC). 724 
Figure.12 shows difference between satellite retrieved re and in situ re as a function of this ratio 725 
PWC / CWC.  726 
For the simplicity, only relatively homogeneous cases with Hσ <0.3 are considered here. Most of 727 
the cases have a ratio < 0.1, which means the contribution from larger drizzle mode is small. 728 
Underestimation of re was found for three heavily cases with large contribution from drizzle 729 
particles (ratio > 0.2).  This demonstrates that it is not the presence of drizzle in the cloud 730 
(characterized by PWP), but the presence of drizzle near cloud top that is important.  We note that 731 
if we ignore particle larger than 50 µm, and calculate in situ re only from the CDP, the difference 732 
between the satellite retrieved re and in situ re (showing as crosses in Figure 12) are smaller for 733 
these three heavily-precipitating cases, but the satellite retrieved re still shows underestimation, 734 
especially for two of the cases, demonstrating that this effect is not an artifact resulting from the 735 
merging of the CDP and 2DS (more on this in section 4.4). 736 
 737 

  738 

 739 
 740 

Figure 12. (a) MODIS re3.7 error as a function the ratio of mean LWC over the top 1 OD of the 741 
cloud for droplets with diameters > 50 µm (i.e. precipitation water content, PWC) and droplets 742 
with diameters < 50 µm (i.e. cloud water content, CWC). (b) and (c) are the same as (a) except for 743 
CERES-MODIS and Himawari-8 re. Only cases with Hσ <0.3 are considered here. Colors and 744 
symbols are same that in Figure 5, with open circles representing the difference between satellite 745 
retrieved re and in situ value calculated using merged DSD from CDP and 2DS, while cross 746 
represent the difference between retrieved re and in situ re calculated using the CDP only.  747 
 748 

 749 
 750 
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4.3 Droplet size distribution width (for non- and lightly-precipitating clouds) 751 
Satellite retrievals algorithms typically make assumptions regarding the shape of cloud 752 

droplet size distribution (DSD). The MODIS, CERES-MODIS, and Himawari-8 retrievals 753 
examined here assume a modified gamma distribution which can be written as (Hansen, 1971) 754 

 𝑛(𝑟) = 𝑁6𝑟(&F#-&)/-&𝑒F@/(@&-&)	 (13) 

where r is the droplet radius, N0 is a constant, and 𝑣! is effective variance given by (Hansen, 1971) 755 

 𝑣! =	
∫ (𝑟 − 𝑟!)'𝜋𝑟'𝑛(𝑟)𝑑𝑟
H
6

𝑟!' ∫ 𝜋𝑟'𝑛(𝑟)𝑑𝑟H
6

 (14) 

For the gamma distribution one can show that k = (1-ve) (1-2ve). Thus, the width of the DSD can 756 
be assessed using ve or k factor. In the retrievals, MODIS assumes a modified gamma distribution 757 
with a fixed variance ve of 0.1 (Platnick et al., 2016), as do CERES-MODIS and Himawari-8 (W. 758 
L. Smith, personal communication, 2020). ve = 0.1 corresponds to k =0.72. Of course, the actual 759 
DSD may not be well approximated by a gamma distribution with ve of 0.1 and this will impact 760 
the retrieved re (Arduini et al., 2005).  761 

In order to explore the width of the cloud DSD with respect to precipitation amount, we 762 
plot the in situ estimated k factor as a function PWP in Figure 13(a).  Here k is calculated using 763 
equation (8) and no assumption regarding the shape of the DSD is made.  Consistent with our 764 
earlier analysis and focus on values need for retrieval, here the k factor is determined average 765 
taking over the region at the top of the cloud corresponding to an optical depth of 1, and for 766 
simplicity, we only consider single layered clouds. The k factor tends to decrease (the distribution 767 
becomes broader) with increasing PWP. The mean k factor for non-precipitating, lightly-768 
precipitating and heavily-precipitating cases is 0.80, 0.77 and 0.70. In particular, the observed 769 
DSD width of the non-precipitating and lightly-precipitating cases is narrower than the assumed 770 
value (that is, k is greater than 0.72). We likewise calculated ve for those non-precipitating and 771 
lightly-precipitating cases using equation (14) with the cloud DSD from CDP probe averaged over 772 
1 optical depth. The mean value of ve is for these non-precipitating and lightly-precipitating cases 773 
is about 0.068, which is narrower than the assumed ve =0.1 in the retrieval.  774 

We discussed the impact of bias and uncertainty in the k factor on Nd in section 3.4. A 775 
quantitative assessment of the impacts of uncertainty (or bias) in k (or ve) on the re retrieval is more 776 
difficult and arguably requires detailed radiative transfers calculations using a variety of values for 777 
ve.  However, we can gauge the impact of the droplet width on re retrieval based on result published 778 
by PZ11, who examined the impact of the distribution width on the re retrieval using a log-normal 779 
σ (σlog). We estimated σlog of the in situ measured DSD using a least squares minimization. We 780 
opted to use a minimization approach in order to obtain a best fit for a log-normal distribution to 781 
the bulk of the observed cloud particles, and to minimize the impact of unusually small or large 782 
particles (outliers in the data), which we found to significantly broaden the estimated σlog.  Details 783 
are given in the supplementary material. 784 

As shown in Figure 11b, σlog is negatively correlated with k, because broader DSD means 785 
smaller k and larger σlog, while a narrower DSD means larger k and smaller σlog. The σlog for non-786 
precipitating and lightly-precipitating of single layered cases averaged over the top 1 OD is 0.16. 787 
PZ11 undertook radiative transfer simulations to understand how the retrieved re is impacted when 788 
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the true value σlog is smaller than the value assumed in the radiative transfer calculation. They 789 
found that when actual σlog is smaller than the assumed value of 0.35 (equivalent to ve = 0.1), the 790 
retrieved re is also larger, and retrieved re would be overestimated (biased high). Specifically, PZ11 791 
compared the retrieved re assuming σlog =0.35 and 0.2, and found retrieved was re overestimated 792 
by as much as 0.58 μm.   This result is broadly similar to result published by Chang and Li (2001) 793 
who found that a change of ±0.15 in σlog resulted change of about ±1 μm in the mean of the re 794 
retrievals (starting from a nominal value of 0.35 for σlog with 𝑟! =	10 μm).  795 

We concluded, therefore, that much of the positive-bias in effective radius for the non- and 796 
lightly-precipitating cases (shown in section 3.2 to range from 0.5 to about 1.0 μm) is likely due 797 
to having an assumed effective variance that is a bit too large, or stated more generally, an assumed 798 
DSD in the retrieval which is too wide for the SO clouds observed during SOCRATES.  As a 799 
caveat, we note that the solar and view geometries in the present case are not identical to those in 800 
previous studies that examine the width of the DSD and its impacts on the retrieval.  We do not 801 
expect this is a significant factor for the solar and view geometry during SOCRATES, as the 802 
experiment took place during the Southern Hemisphere summer primarily in the afternoon when 803 
the sun is reasonably high with a solar zenith angle less than 60°. Nonetheless, the above 804 
conclusion should perhaps be quantified using full radiative transfer calculations for the precise 805 
conditions observed during SOCRATES, and more generally evaluated over the range of solar and 806 
view geometries encountered over the Southern Ocean to more fully assess the impact, especially 807 
as regards possible seasonal impacts.  Such is beyond the scope of the present study, and is left as 808 
a topic for future work.  809 

 810 

 811 
Figure 13. (a) k factor as a function of precipitation water path (PWP); (b) Scatter plot between 812 
log-normal σ and k. Only single layered clouds are shown here.   813 

 814 
4.4 Uncertainty due to instrumentation  815 
In most of the preceding analysis we calculated in situ re from the DSD obtained by 816 

merging measurements from the CDP and 2DS. Specifically, we used all the CDP bins (which 817 
includes particles up to 50 µm) and combine it with the DSD from the 2DS for bins larger than 50 818 
µm, the same approach as used by King et al. (2013). We have also explored merging the CDP 819 
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and 2DC (as was used by PZ11), as well as a second alternative (ALT) approach for merging the 820 
CDP and 2DS, in which we use the DSD from CDP for bins smaller than 25 µm, the DSD from 821 
the 2DS for bins larger than 50 µm, and use the larger values between the two probes for the 822 
intermediate bin (25 to 50µm).  Figure S3 in the supplementary material shows an example of the 823 
CDP, 2DS and 2DC spectra and the result merged DSD.  824 

Table 6 along with Figures 14 and 15, summarize the impact of using different probes or 825 
the merge approach has on the in situ re and estimated error in the satellite retrieved re. Since 2DC 826 
probe is not available for research flight RF02, only data from other flights are considered. For the 827 
19 profiles available for MODIS, mean in situ re calculated using different probes or merging 828 
methods varies from 11.54 µm with the CDP only to 13.2 µm with CDP+2DS (ALT). To visualize 829 
the difference of in situ re, Figure 14 shows box plots of in situ re for cases collocated with different 830 
sensors. Overall, CDP+2DS (ALT) gives largest in situ re in all precipitation regime. In situ re from 831 
CDP+2DS (King) is smaller than CDP+2DS (ALT), because counts in the intermediate bin (25 to 832 
50 µm) from the CDP are typically smaller than that from 2DS. In situ re from CDP+2DC tend to 833 
be smaller than that from CDP+2DS, and close to that from CDP only, as counts from 2DC bins 834 
are usually smaller than that from 2DS.  835 

Naturally, the impact of using different probes or merge approach is much more important 836 
for the heavily precipitating cases than for the non- or lightly-precipitating cases.  Nonetheless, 837 
even for the non- or lightly-precipitating cases, using the CDP+2DS (ALT) merging increases the 838 
re and can (at least partially) offset the estimated error (see Figure 15).  Taking the MODIS re3.7 as 839 
an example, for light-precipitating cases the mean error in MODIS re3.7 is about 0.98, 0.98, 0.71, 840 
and 0.07 µm when compared with in situ re from CDP, CDP+2DC, CDP+2DS (King), CDP+2DS 841 
(ALT), respectively. Using CDP+2DS (ALT) effectively appears to eliminate the bias for the 842 
lightly precipitating cases, and the bias for non-precipitating cases, while not eliminated is reduced 843 
going from 1.27 µm from CDP+2DC only to 0.66 µm from CDP+2DS (ALT). However, the bias 844 
for heavily-precipitating cases gets worse, going from 0.34 µm estimated using CDP+2DC to -845 
2.41 µm using CDP+2DS (ALT).   846 

Thus, regardless of how we merged the CDP and 2DS data, there is a fundamental 847 
difference in the bias for the different precipitating categories.  If one calculates the bias across all 848 
precipitating categories the CDP+2DS (ALT) formulation produces the smallest error but does so 849 
only by balancing the errors across the different categories. This same pattern is weaker in the 850 
CERES-MODIS and Himawari-8, but is qualitatively similar.  851 

Past studies (e.g. King et al., 2013) suggest that the counts in the CDP below 50 µm are 852 
more reliable and we have therefore focused on using CDP+2DS (King) formulation in our 853 
analysis. But we note there is a measurement issue here that needs to be addresses for future field 854 
campaigns, specifically that efforts are needed to reduce the uncertainty in measured number 855 
concentration for particles between about 20 and 100 µm. 856 

  857 

 858 
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 859 
Figure 14. Box plots in situ re for cases collocated with (a) MODIS and CERES-MODIS (19 860 
profiles), (b) Himawari-8. There are four kinds of in situ re obtained with different instruments 861 
and merging methods:  CDP+2DS (King approach), CDP+2DS (Alternative approach), 862 
CDP+2DC, and CDP only.  Since the 2DC probe is not available for research flight RF02, only 863 
data from other flights with collocated profiles are considered. 864 

 865 
 866 

 867 
Figure 15. Box plots of error in satellite derived re from (a) MODIS (b) CERES-MODIS (c) 868 
Himawari-8 when compared with different in situ re. There are four kinds of in situ re obtained 869 
with different instruments and merging methods:  CDP+2DS (King approach), CDP+2DS 870 
(Alternative approach), CDP+2DC, and CDP only. Since 2DC probe is not available for research 871 
flight RF02, only data from other flights with collocated profiles are considered. 872 
   873 
 874 
 875 
 876 
 877 
 878 
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Table 6. Statistics for re Using Different Probes or Merging Methods and Corresponding Estimates 879 
of Error in Satellite Retrieved re 880 

 Different probes/methods 

CDP+2DS (King) CDP+2DS (ALT) CDP+2DC CDP 

Mean re that 

collocated with 
MODIS[μm]  

12.55 

(8.87,11.17,16.55)    

13.21 

(9.33,11.81,17.37)   

11.7 

(8.73,10.9,14.62)    

11.54 

(8.72,10.9,14.18)   

Mean re that 

collocated with 
Himawari-8 [μm]  

11.48 

(8.44,11.03,15.95) 

12.01 

(8.75,11.57,16.77)   

11.58 

(8.59,11.45,15.6) 

10.61 

(8.28,10.62,13.59) 

Mean error of 
MODIS re3.7 

-0.03 

(1.13,0.71,-1.59) 

-0.69 

(0.66,0.07,-2.41)    

0.82 

(1.27,0.98,0.34) 

0.98 

(1.27,0.98,0.78) 

Mean error of 
MODIS re2.1 

0.74 

(2.92,1.04,-1.11)     

0.08 

(2.45,0.4,-1.93) 

1.59 

(3.06,1.31,0.82)    

1.75 

(3.06,1.32,1.26)   

Mean error of 
MODIS re1.6 

-0.14 

(0.79,0.65,-1.58)     

-0.8 

(0.32,0.01,-2.4)    

0.71 

(0.93,0.92,0.35) 

0.88 

(0.93,0.93,0.79)   

Mean error of 
CERES-MODIS 
re 

0.17 

(1.71,1.47,-2.22)   

-0.49 

(1.25,0.83,-3.04)    

1.02 

(1.85,1.74,-0.29)   

1.02 

(1.85,1.74,-0.29)   

Mean error of 
Himawari-8 re 

0.91 

(1.43,1.35,-0.31) 

0.38 

(1.13,0.81,-1.13) 

0.81 

(1.28,0.93,0.04)    

0.81 

(1.28,0.93,0.04) 

Note: Since 2DC probe is not available for research flight RF02, only data from other flights with 881 
collocated profiles are considered here for comparison. For each cell, value in front of parentheses 882 
is the statistics for all the collocated profiles, while the 1st, 2nd and 3rd value is that for non-883 
precipitating, lightly-precipitating, and heavily-precipitating cases.  884 
 885 

5 Summary, Discussion and Conclusions 886 
5.1 Summary 887 

Satellite retrievals of cloud properties have been widely used to study clouds over the 888 
Southern Ocean, but our confidence in these retrievals has been limited by a lack of verification 889 
studies due in no small part to a lack of in situ observations.  In this study, cloud properties 890 
observed from aircraft during the Southern Ocean Cloud Radiation Aerosol Transport 891 
Experimental Study (SOCRATES) in January and February of 2018 are used to evaluate retrievals 892 
of cloud microphysical properties for Southern Ocean stratocumulus based on the widely used 893 
visible-shortwave-infrared bi-spectral technique.  In particular, three datasets are examined: (i) the 894 
Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) level 2 (collection 6.1) cloud product, 895 
(ii) the CERES-MODIS edition 4 product, and (iii) the NASA SatCORPS Himawari-8 product.  896 
The analysis focused on the evaluation of retrieved cloud optical depth (τ) and effective radius (re), 897 
as well as liquid water path (LWP) and cloud droplet number concentration (Nd) which are derived 898 
from τ and re under the assumption that the cloud has a linear adiabatic-like profile of liquid water 899 
content.  900 
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Our analysis focused on the use of vertical profiles of cloud properties constructed from 901 
individual aircraft penetrations through the stratocumulus. Analysis of the cloud vertical structure 902 
shows that SO stratocumulus do have an adiabatic-like structure on average, with both re and LWC 903 
increasing roughly linearly with height, while Nd remains relatively constant with height. The 904 
stratocumulus examined were largely closed-cell (or at least overcast).  For most of the aircraft 905 
profiles, collocated satellite imagery had a homogeneity index (equivalent to the fractional 906 
standard deviation of the cloud reflectance) of less than 0.3 and the retrievals show little evidence 907 
of error related to horizontal inhomogeneity 908 

When evaluated across all aircraft profiles, there was no statistically significant bias (at the 95% 909 
level of confidence) between the retrieved and aircraft-based estimates for LWP or Nd, and 910 
reasonable or good correlations were found. Only the SatCORPS Himawari-8 product showed a 911 
statistically significant mean bias for τ and re (2.6 and 1.2 μm, respectively).  However, this bias 912 
was only clear when applied to a larger set of cases than available to the MODIS overpasses, and 913 
when restricted to only those cases collocated with all three retrievals, Himawari-8 likewise show 914 
no significant bias in τ or re.  Nonetheless, given that all three retrievals are based on the same bi-915 
spectral technique, it seems likely that were MODIS and CERES-MODIS retrievals available for 916 
all collocation points they too would have a small bias in τ and re. A close examination shows that 917 
the low overall mean-bias in the retrievals is due in part to compensating errors between cases 918 
(vertical profiles) which were non- or lightly-precipitating (PWP < 10 gm-2) with heavily-919 
precipitating cases (PWP > 10 gm-2).  Below we summarize the key results for cloud optical depth 920 
(τ) and effective radius (re), liquid water path (LWP) and droplet number concentration (Nd), 921 
especially as relates to the presence of drizzle. 922 
 923 

Effective Radius (re) 924 

• We find a small positive bias in re for non- or lightly-precipitating cases of about 0.5 to 925 
1 µm in all three datasets (satellite retrievals are slightly too large). 926 

• This small positive re is due (at least in part) to the assumed Drop Size Distribution 927 
(DSD) width being too wide in the retrievals.  In the retrievals, the DSD is assumed to 928 
be a modified-gamma distribution with an effective variance (ve) of 0.1, which is larger 929 
than the value calculated from in situ measurements for non- or lightly-precipitating 930 
cases of 0.068.  Previous studies of polarimetric data has also suggested that ve for the 931 
marine clouds is likely to be narrower than is assumed in the satellite retrievals (e.g. 932 
Benas et al., 2019; Di Noia et al., 2019).   933 

• We also find that the width of DSD increases (the k parameter decreases) as the PWP 934 
increases, suggesting it might be possible to parameterize this relationship as part of a 935 
combined imager-radar retrieval, in which the radar would constrain the PWP. 936 

• Collectively, cases with relatively heavy precipitation (PWP > 10 gm-2) have a negative 937 
bias (opposite in sign to the non- and lightly-precipitating cases).  Not all heavily 938 
precipitating cases are negatively biased, but rather large biases occurred when 939 
significant precipitation was found near cloud top (PWC/CWC > 0.2).  In these few 940 
cloud-top-precipitation cases, biases in re ranged from about -2 to -6 μm (satellite 941 
retrieved values are too small - see Figure 12).  This result is not qualitatively dependent 942 
on inclusion of 2DS data in the calculation of re, but quantitatively the size of the bias 943 
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does depend on if (and how) 2DS data are merged with the CDP data to obtain the full 944 
DSD.  945 

 946 
Optical Depth (τ) AND Liquid Water Path (LWP) 947 

• CERES-MODIS and Himawari-8 are found to have a small positive bias in τ of about 948 
2 to 3 (satellite retrievals are too large) for non- and lightly-precipitating cases.   This 949 
bias is close but is not significant at the 95% level of confidence.  MODIS (MYD06), 950 
on the other hand, do not appear to be biased for these cases (and instead was found to 951 
have a small negative bias for lightly precipitating clouds). 952 

• LWP is derived based on τ and re in combination with an assumption about the cloud 953 
vertical structure. LWP retrievals based on the assumption of an adiabatic cloud 954 
structure compare well with the in situ observations (and are unbiased when averaged 955 
over all cases), while the assumption of a constant profile in LWC and re results in a 956 
significant overestimate in the LWP (~ +20%).  957 

• For non- and lightly-precipitating cases, the small positive bias in re and τ for CERES-958 
MODIS and Himawari-8 combine to produce a statistically significant bias of about 959 
+20 g m-2 in the LWP for these cases. MODIS (MYD06), on the other hand, was not 960 
biased by its small positive bias in re because of the small compensating bias in optical 961 
depth (about of -0.6) for the same lightly-precipitating cases. 962 

• Heavily-precipitating case do not show a significant bias in τ or LWP for any of the 963 
three datasets. However, in all three, there is larger variability associated with the 964 
heavily-precipitating cases, with these cases having both the largest positive and largest 965 
negative errors in re, τ, and LWP. In particular, the handful of cases identified as having 966 
large negative errors in re  (due to significant precipitation near cloud top) had the 967 
largest underestimate in LWP. 968 

 969 
Cloud Droplet Number Concentration (Nd) 970 

• Nd is also derived using τ and re. The formulation assumes the cloud is sub-adiabatic, 971 
meaning the total LWP is smaller than that for a true adiabatic cloud (of the same 972 
thickness, temperature and pressure) by a factor fad, but the LWC still increases linearly 973 
with altitude about cloud base (while Nd is constant). The formulation also depends on 974 
the DSD width (expressed via the parameter, k) and a condensation rate (that depends 975 
on pressure and temperature).  976 

• While there is considerable variability from profile to profile, the SOCRATES data 977 
show that on average the SO stratocumulus LWC does increase linearly with height 978 
above cloud base and Nd is nearly constant. However, the relationship between re and 979 
LWC is not fixed, and the k-parameter generally varies with altitude.  980 

• Overall, the Nd retrieval works reasonably well for our SO cases, as long as one uses 981 
the condensation rate that is appropriate for the SO (and this can be estimated 982 
reasonably well from the cloud top temperature).    983 
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• Errors in re and τ tend to cancel out producing relatively little bias in Nd. With respect 984 
to our precipitation classification, the only statistically significant bias in Nd that we 985 
find is in the lightly-precipitating category, where MODIS and CERES-MODIS 986 
retrievals have underestimated the Nd by about 30 to 40 #/cm-3, and Himawari-8 987 
retrievals have underestimated the Nd by -17.7 #/cm-3 (from an overall mean of about 988 
100 #/cm-3). 989 

• Perhaps more problematically, we also found a bias of about 23.4 #/cm-in Nd retrieval 990 
for cases featuring multiple low–level (< 3 km) clouds in the SatCORPS Himawari-8 991 
dataset.  The presence of optically thin layers with low droplet concentrations was 992 
found in 10 of the 53 profiles with collocated Himawari-8 data.  Only one such case 993 
occurred in the set of cases with collocated MODIS data. 994 

• Using assumed values of 0.8 for both fad and the k-parameter causes little bias in the 995 
retrieval because there is a cancellation of error between fad (observed mean = 0.74) 996 
and k-parameter (observed mean at cloud top = 0.76).  However, using k and fad on a 997 
case-by-case basis does improve the correlation between the retrieved and in situ Nd. 998 

• The profile-to-profile uncertainty (the percent mean fractional error) based on ~ 5 km 999 
× 5 km spatial averages of the Nd retrieval was found to be 40 to 55%, driven primarily 1000 
by errors in effective radius (see Table 6).    1001 

 1002 

5.2 Comparison with Previous Studies 1003 
Overall, our results broadly agree with the past evaluations studies of the MODIS bi-1004 

spectral retrievals technique for overcast stratocumulus. For instance, PZ11 reported that the 1005 
MODIS retrieved re2.1 was overestimated by 15%-20% (mean bias of 2.08 μm) in comparison with 1006 
cloud top re using 20 profiles (from mostly non- and lightly-precipitating subtropical stratocumulus) 1007 
over the southeast Pacific (to the west of South America) during The VAMOS Ocean-Cloud-1008 
Atmosphere-Land Study (VOCALS), while Min et al. (2012) reported a mean bias of 1.75 μm 1009 
using 17 non-precipitating cases from VOCALS.  While we focused on the re3.7, we likewise find 1010 
the MODIS re2.1 is overestimated, though by a slightly smaller amount of ~10% (mean bias of 1.12 1011 
μm) for 12 homogeneous non- and lightly-precipitating cases.   1012 

Closer to our region of study, A18 evaluated MODIS retrievals in wintertime stratocumulus 1013 
over the Southern Ocean near Tasmania. Like us, A18 find that MODIS underestimates the 1014 
effective radius of heavily-precipitating clouds and overestimates the effective radius of non-1015 
precipitating clouds, and like us A18 identify the width of the drop size distribution as a significant 1016 
factor in the MODIS overestimate for non-precipitating clouds. However A18 found an 1017 
overestimation of re2.1 by ~13 μm on average for non-precipitating clouds. While a variety of 1018 
factors contribute to this rather large effective radius bias (see discussion A18), the broken and 1019 
patchy nature of the clouds they observed, which were primarily open cell or disorganized 1020 
stratocumulus, is a major factor. The MODIS and Himawari-8 bi-spectral retrievals are based on 1021 
an assumption of 1D radiative transfer and are known to work poorly for broken and spatially 1022 
heterogonous clouds, and to substantially overestimate re on average for broken clouds (e.g. 1023 
Marshak et al., 2006). A18 did include two flights with overcast (closed cell) stratocumulus. 1024 
According to their Table 1, the average in situ effective radius for these two cases were 8.6 and 1025 
7.5 μm (which is consistent with the smaller values we observed during SOCRATES for non-1026 
precipitating clouds) while the MODIS retrieved values of re3.7 are near 12.6 μm on both flights 1027 
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(which is within the range we found for non-precipitating clouds but toward the high side), 1028 
resulting in a bias of 4 to 5 μm (which is several μm bigger than our bias for this cloud type). Our 1029 
SOCRATES cases included only one non-precipitating case with a bias larger than 4 μm, and this 1030 
case was one of our cases with a relatively large cloud heterogeneity index. Thus, we speculate 1031 
that the somewhat larger bias found by A18 for their overcast cases might be a consequence of 1032 
cloud heterogeneity. (We note that A18 do a report a heterogeneity index for their cases, but the 1033 
index they use is the standard MODIS product index which looks at variability of 250m pixel 1034 
radiances within each 1 km pixel used in the optical depth retrieval, and does not characterize the 1035 
variability of the larger scene or collocation box used in the analysis). We also note that the 1036 
observations A18 use in their analysis are not restricted to the region near cloud top. One expects 1037 
the effective radius (in non-precipitating clouds) will be smaller below cloud top and this might 1038 
well have reduced the magnitude of the in situ estimate (and increase the apparent bias) by a few 1039 
microns. 1040 

Very recently, Zhao et al. (2020), hereafter Z20, evaluated MODIS and Himawari-8 re 1041 
using SOCRATES measurements for a subset of the flights that we have analyzed. Their results 1042 
differ from ours in several key respects. Their analysis was based on two approaches: (1) 1043 
measurements taken when the aircraft was flying horizontally (level legs) within about 200 m of 1044 
cloud top and (2) vertical profiles created from aircraft ramps through the cloud (which is similar 1045 
to our study).  Based on the horizontal flight data, Z20 report a mean bias with Himawari-8 of 4.39 1046 
μm for liquid phase clouds and 2.24 μm for mixed phase clouds (see their Figure 4), while for 1047 
MODIS re3.7 they report a bias in of about 2 μm for both liquid and mixed-phase clouds (see their 1048 
Figure 7). It is not clear from their manuscript whether the comparison for Himawari-8 is based 1049 
on only CDP or the combination of CDP + 2DS (while their MODIS comparison is clearly based 1050 
on the combination) which might explain some of the difference between their Himawari-8 and 1051 
MODIS results, but more importantly, in both comparisons the collocated in situ data with 1052 
Himawari-8 never has an effective radius value greater than about 11.5 μm and the in situ data 1053 
collocated with MODIS never has a value for re larger than about 9.4 μm. This fundamentally 1054 
differs from what we find. We frequently find in situ values for re are larger than 12 μm for profiles 1055 
that contain precipitation (which is common place) and this seems consistent with previous studies. 1056 
We note that in their analysis of aircraft profile data, Z20 find their profiles (1) have vertical mean 1057 
values for re that is larger than the average for their horizontal flight legs and (2) the profile values 1058 
near cloud top suggest a bias for Himawari-8 that is near (or below) 1 μm (see their Figures 6). As 1059 
such, their vertical profile data is consistent with our results and inconsistent with the horizontal 1060 
flight data they present.  We speculate that when creating their 10s horizontal leg data averages 1061 
that periods with low or no condensate (with small values of effective radius) or perhaps drop-outs 1062 
in the data have somehow biased the 10s averages.  In general, we suggest that averages of 1063 
effective radius should either (1) be weighted by liquid-water-content or total number 1064 
concentration, or (2) better yet, a single DSD should be summed (generated) from the measured 1065 
counts for the full averaging period and effective radius (and other parameters that characterize 1066 
the distribution) calculated from this single DSD.       1067 

As noted above, Z20 subdivide their results between liquid and mixed-phase clouds.  They 1068 
identify mixed phase as those where the ratio of liquid water content from the CDP (where 1069 
presumably all CDP observed particles are assumed to be liquid) divided by the total condensed 1070 
water (estimated from measurements by a Closed-Path Hygrometer, CLH-2) is less than 0.85. We 1071 
suggest that the approach used by Z20 is problematic because it relies on measurements from two 1072 
different instruments, where each measurement has a nominal uncertainty of 10 to 15%, and the 1073 
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instruments can (and do) have different response times and sensitivities to icing in supercooled 1074 
environments. This means that the measurement uncertainty alone can easily cause the ratio of 1075 
liquid-to-total condensate to be less than 0.85. In fact, we have been unable to reproduce Z20’s 1076 
results in this regard and find that in many of our aircraft profiles LWC for the CDP is greater than 1077 
TWC from the CLH-2 such that the ratio has unphysical values greater than one.  Consequently, 1078 
we have examined the ratio of ice-to-total condensate for precipitation based on the 2DS only, 1079 
whose imagery has been processes following Wu and Mcfarquhar (2019) to identify ice 1080 
particles  >= ~ 200 um.  Whereas Z20 find that the majority of the cloud is mixed phase, we find 1081 
that only 4 out of 53 of our profiles contain even 10% ice from the perspective of the 2DS (Figure 1082 
S4). Of course, it could well be the case that numerous small-ice particles are present and the 2DS-1083 
only estimate that we use is substantially underestimating the contribution of ice. But one expects 1084 
that small ice particles will very rapidly grow in size via the Wegener–Bergeron–Findeisen process, 1085 
such that (while our 2DS-only) estimate might underestimate the mass of ice, we would detect its 1086 
presence. Overall, we find no distinction between cases that contained large-ice from those without 1087 
large-ice, in any significant way, for any choice of the ice-mass-fraction. Ultimately Z20 conclude 1088 
that phase does not matter (bias is about the same for liquid and mixed-phase), and in this sense 1089 
we agree. Nonetheless, we do not believe the majority of the cloud should be considered mixed-1090 
phase. At present, evaluation of cloud phase (across the full range of SOCRATES instruments) 1091 
remains on ongoing area of research by SOCRATES instrument teams, and more work is needed 1092 
to understand the performance of instruments under the challenging conditions encountered.   1093 

5.3 Conclusions 1094 
Regardless of whether our speculations regarding A18 and Z20 are correct, we conclude 1095 

there is a consistent pattern between studies in which show there are statically significant biases 1096 
associated with the MODIS and Himawari-8 bi-spectra retrievals of re for overcast SO 1097 
stratocumulus as compared with in situ aircraft measurements, even when comparisons are 1098 
appropriately restricted to near cloud-top observations.  At least here and in A18, the bias depends 1099 
significantly on precipitation within the cloudy column, and we conclude that the presence of 1100 
precipitation near cloud top (not just within cloud) is of particular importance.  We find the bias 1101 
for non- or lightly-precipitating stratocumulus to be consistent with (if a bit smaller) than those 1102 
identified during VOCALS for subtropical stratocumulus, and find (as other studies have) that this 1103 
bias is due (at least in part) to the width (shape) of the assumed drop size distribution, which is too 1104 
broad in the bi-spectral retrieval for non-precipitating marine stratocumulus. In general, 1105 
precipitation is associated with wider distributions, and the observed DSDs is not always well 1106 
characterized using a monomodal log-normal or gamma size distribution (see supplementary 1107 
material). The biases in optical depth are less robust and typically not statistically significant at the 1108 
95% level of confidence, depending on dataset and precipitation category. Errors in effective 1109 
radius and optical depth propagate into the retrieved LWP and Nd in somewhat complex ways, as 1110 
errors in the effective radius and optical depth are correlated (again depending on the presence of 1111 
precipitation). A summary is given in section 5.1 with more detailed discussions given in sections 1112 
3.3 and 3.4. In general, we find the bias and case-to-case uncertainty in the satellite Nd retrievals 1113 
is smaller than one might expect simply from the bias and random errors in effective radius because 1114 
of this correlation.  1115 

We stress the SOCRATES measurement were collected in the afternoon and during the SH 1116 
summer where solar zenith angles are less than 60o (conditions under which theoretical studies 1117 
suggest the bi-spectral retrieval should work well for homogeneous clouds).  So we are not 1118 
surprised to find the bi-spectral retrieval works similarly well during SOCRATES as has been 1119 
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found with subtropical stratocumulus. We suggest that additional research should be undertaken 1120 
using detailed radiative transfer simulations to model and better understand how variations in the 1121 
DSD and its vertical and horizontal structure are likely to effect retrievals at larger solar zenith 1122 
angles typical of the SO in other seasons and other times of day; and more generally suggest that 1123 
additional measurements should be collected during the SO winter. 1124 

In section 4.4, we examined briefly the impact combining data from the CDP, 2DS and 1125 
2DC probes has on our analysis.  The agreement between satellite retrievals and in situ re shows 1126 
some dependence on the choices of in situ probes and merging methods. Several evaluation studies 1127 
(e.g. King et al., 2013; Platnick & Valero, 1995; Witte et al., 2018) have considered the uncertainty 1128 
of in situ measurement of re. For instance, Witte et al. (2018) compared the re measured by phase 1129 
Doppler interferometer (PDI) with MODIS re2.1 and revisited the evaluation studies over the Pacific 1130 
(e.g. Noble and Hudson, 2015; PZ11) using different instruments during the same three campaigns. 1131 
Witte et al. (2018) found no apparent systematic bias (mean bias of -0.22 µm) in retrieved re2.1. 1132 
Indeed, as we show in section 4.4 we can merge the CDP and 2DS data in such a way that there is 1133 
little overall bias in the re, but this result is obtain by balancing the errors between non-, lightly- 1134 
and heavily precipitating case and there is a fundamental difference in the bias for the different 1135 
precipitating categories.  In short, as these studies highlight, there are significant uncertainties 1136 
associated with in situ measurements, and a continued need for improved in situ measurements. 1137 
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